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ABSTRACT 
It has been shown that topological spaces are charac-
terized as quasi-pseudometric spaces over some Tikhonov 
semifield. 
Sufficient conditions are given for a T 1 space to be 
metrizable over some Tikhonov semifield. 
Completely regular (uniform) spaces are characterized 
as pseudornetric spaces over some Tikhonov semifield. 
Certain metric, pseudornetric, quasi-metric, quasi-
pseudometric spaces over a Tikhonov sernifield are shown to 
be respectively metric, pseudometric, quasi-metric, quasi-
pseudometric spaces in the usual sense. 
Several results from fixed point theory in the metric 
space setting are generalized to the setting of completely 
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The equivalence of completely regular Hausdorff spaces 
and metric spaces over Tikhonov semifields yields new ma-
chinery in the study of completely regular Hausdorff spaces. 
There are several results in a metr~c space setting that 
have interesting analogues in a completely regular Hausdorff 
space setting. 
An important problem is to determine what class of 
spaces are pseudometrizable, quasi-metrizable, or quasi-
pseudometrizable over some Tikhonov sernifield, thereby ob-
taining new, and possibly more convenient, tools for the 
study of such spaces. 
If A is a countable set we will see that metric, quasi-
metric, pseudometric, or quasi-pseudometric spaces over the 
Tikhonov semifield RL are respectively metric, quasi-metric, 
pseudornetric, or quasi-pseudometric spaces in the usual 
sense. 
Although rnetrics over Tikhonov semifields are similar 
to rnetrics in the usual sense, one crucial difference is 
that p (x,y) may be a divisor of zero where p is a metric 
over a Tikhonov sernifield. We show that if C(X,R) contains 
a completely regular family of one-to-one functions, then 
(X,t) can be rnetrized over some Tikhonov senifield by a 
metric p having the property that p (x,y) is not a divisor 
of zero if x ~ y, where (X,t) is a completely regular 
Hausdorff space. 
An interesting result which parallels a well-known 
1 
2 
result in the area of functional analysis is the following: 
by using the Minkowski functionals, one can '1 norm" a locally 
convex Hausdorff linear topological space over a Tikhonov 
semifield, and the generalized norm induces a compatible met-
ric over that particular ~i~honov sernifield. We will exploit 
this result in obtaining a fixed point theorem. 
One of the important properties enjoyed by metrics over 
Tikhonov semifields and not by quasi-pseudornetrics over 
Tikhonov semifields is continuity. We will give necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the latter to be continuous. 
II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The concept of Tikhonov semifields was developed and 
initially studied by Antonovskii, Boltjanskii, and 
Sarymsakov in 1959. In 1966, Antonovskii and others (l) 
published a survey of some of the topological aspects of 
Tikhonov semifields. One of their major results was the 
characterization of completely regular Hausdorff spaces 
as precisely those spaces admitting a compatiLlP metric 
over some Tikhonov semifield. 
Quasi-pseudometric spaces have been studied by 
Stoltenberg (2) and Kelly (3). Conditions have been given 
under which a quasi-pseudometric space is a pseudometric 
space. A quasi-pseudornetric space gives rise, in a natu-
ral way, to the concept of a bitopological space, whose 
study was initiated by Kelly (3) in 1963 and was studied 
by Fletcher (4), Lane (5), and others. 
The classical Banach fixed point theorem has been the 
motivation for numerous fixed point theorems in the metric 
space setting. Edelstein (6) and Kannan (7) and (8) have 
made extensive studies on variations of this theorem. Iseki 
(9) has generalized the theorem to certain completely regu-
lar Hausdorff spaces. 
3 
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III. TIKHONOV SEMIFIELDS 
Let 6 be an arbitrary nonempty set. Denote by R the 
set of real nurnbeJ::.-3. W . D, h e g1ve R t e product topology. 
Addition and multiplication in RD, are defined pointwise: 
(f+g) (q) f (q) + g (q) I (fg) (q) == f(g)g(q) for f,g D, E R I q E 6. 
Addition and multiplication are continuous. Thus, R 6 is a 
commutative topological ring. 
D, 
For q s ~, we define 1 s R by q 
1 (p) q 
/ 
~ 1' p lo, P ;< 
q 
p E 6. 
The function F:6 ~ RD, defined by F(q) = 1 is one to one. q 
Hence, we can regard D, as being embedded in RD,. 
If r s 
- D, . R, then r c R ls defined by r(q) = r for each 
q E 6. The function I is 6 the unity element of R . 
satisfying f(q) > 0 for each q s A, then f has a multiplica-
6 -1 1 -l l(q) -
tive inverse in R , namely, f = f , where f (S) = f(q) -
1 f(q) for each q c A. 
6 We can introduce an order on R . ('., 6 Let K = {f E R : 
f(q) > 0 for each s c 6}. We call K 6 the cone of strictly 
positive elements~ nh 1 f I_D, denoted by K
6
, 
.1.'! e c o sure o <.. , is 
the set {f c R :f(q) > 0 for each q c D,}. 6 For f,g s R 
f g· if (f-g) E K6 and 
f >> g if (f-g) c KL:,. 
The symbols "<<" and 11 << 11 are given the obvious meanings. 
5 
6 If M C R and M is bounded dbove, then M has a least up-




If N C R 6 and N is bounded below, then N has a greatest lower 
bound which we denote by (\. N. This function is defined by 
(1\N) (q) =in£ f(q). 
fEN 
The operations 11 V 11 and "(\" are continuous so that R 6 lS 
a topological vector latticee 
For a,b E R and q E 6, uq b = {f E 
a, 
We know that the collection {Uq b:a,b E 
a, 
6 base for the product topology on R . 
R6 is called a Tikhonov semifield. 
6 R :a < f(q) < b} 
R, q E 6} is a sub-
For these and other 
standard results in the study of Tikhonov sernifields see (l). 
IV. QUASI-PSEUDOMETRIC SPACES OVER R~ 
Let X be an arbitrary nonempty set. A mapping 
p:X X X+ K6 
lS called a metric on X over R 6 provided: 
l. P (x,y) 0 if and only if x = y. 
2 • P (x,y) p (y 'X) 
3. p (x,y) .::::...::_ p (x,z) + p (z,y). 
The pair (X' P) 6 is called a metric space over R . 
If we replace 1 by 
1 I • p (X 1 X) 0, we have a pseudometric over R6 . If we 
delete 2, we have a quasi-metric over R6 and if we also re-
place l by 1', we have a quasi-pseudometric over R6 . If p 
6 
satisfies this latter condition, we call p a q.p. metric over 
('., 
R . 
In (1) it is shown that if (X,p) is a metric space over 
R~, there is, in a natural way, a topology for X induced by 
p. In the following theorem we extend this to the case when 
1\ 





THEOREM l. Let (X,p) be o. q.p. metric space A over R . 
u be a bc_.c.._,_,_c open set in RD. such that 0 L u. For X E X, 
S2 (X 1 U) = {y t: X: p (x,y) t-: u} . The family of sets rt(x,U) ' 
runs over X, and u over basic open sets containing Q I 
base for a t_opology on x. We call this topology the 
natural topology for X. 
We prove two lemmas which will aid in proving the theorem: 
7 
LEMMA 1. r2 (x,U) (\ ~ (x,V) = r2 (x,U () V). 
LEMJV'lA 2. If y E rt(x,U), there exists a basic open set 
V such that 0 E V and rt(y,V) C rt(x,U). 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Obvious! 
Suppose that Lemma 2 holds if U is replaced by a sub-
basic open set of the form Uq 
-a,a 
Then we claim that it holds 
for an arbitrary basic open set U where 0 E u. To see this, 
suppose y E rt(x,U). Then p (x,y) E U, and hence there are 
qi 
subbasic open sets ~a. ,b. , i = l, ... ,n such that 
l l 
n q. 
p (x, y) E 11 Q l b CU. Clearly, for each i we can choose 
i=l ai' i q. q. 
s . > 0 in such a way that p (x, y) E U l C:: u l 
l -si,Ei -ai,bi 
n 
for i == l, ... ,n. It follows that p (x,y) E () 
i=l 
'Thus y E D(x, 




where 0 c V. for each i, such that n (y, V. ) C:: D (x, U ) . 
l l -ci,ci 
n 
Hence D(y, n 
i=l 
n qi 
v . ) c (\ D ( X I u - ) c S2 ( X I u ) . There is a 
l i=l -si,Ei 
basic open set V such that 0 c V C 












PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Because of the preceding remarks, we 
assume that U = Uq 
-a,a 
If y c S2 (x,Uq ) , then v;e have 0 < 
-a,a 
[p (x,y)] (q) < a. Choose t: ,, 0 satisfying (p (x,y)] (q) + f~ < a. 
Let v = uq , and suppose z c D(y,V). 
-c,c 
Then [ p (y, z) ] ( q) < c • 
Thus [ p (X , z ) ] ( q ) < [ p (X I y ) ] ( q ) + [ p ( y ' z ) ] ( g ) < [ p (X I y ) ] ( q ) + 
c < a. Thus z c D (x,Uq ) 1 and hence D (y,V) CD (xiUq ) . 
-a 1 a -a,a 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Suppose z E D (x, U) (\ D (y, V) . By 
8 
Lemma 2, there are basic open sets Q and L satisfying 0 E Q 11 L, 
~ ( z 1 Q) C n (x 1 U) , and n ( z, L) C ~ (y, v) . It follows that 
st(ziQ() L) c n(x,u)n n(y,v). There is a basic open set K 
satisfying 0 E K and K CQ A L~ Hence z E O(z,K) C st(z,Q A L) 
C ~ (x 1 U) n n (y,V). Thus the collection of sets is a base 
for a topology. 
We use t to denote the natural topology induced by p. 
p 
A result in (1) 6 is that if p is a metric on X over R 
there is a uniform structure whose associated topology co-
incides with t . In the following theorem we get an analo-
P 
gous result if p is a q.p. metric on X over R 6 • 
THEOREM 2. Let 6 (X,p) be a q.p. metric space over R • 
- 6 Let U be a basic open set containing 0 in R . Let S(U) = 
{ (x,y) EX x X:p (x,y) E U}. Then the family T of all sets 
S(U) is a base for a quasi-uniform structure on X, and the 
topology generated by T coincides with t . p 
PROOF. We denote the diagonal by A, i.e. A = { (x,x): 
X E X}. Suppose S(U) E T. If x E X, then p (x,x) = 0 s U. 
Thus (x 1 x) s S(U) for each x s X, and hence A C S(U). Now 
S Up p 0 S e S ( U l ) 1 S ( U 2 ) E T and ( X 1 Y ) E S ( U l ) (\ S ( U 2 ) • Hence 
p (x,y) c Ul n u 2 . There is a basic open set U3 containing 
o such that u
3 
C. u1 (\ u2 and p (x,y) s u 3 • It follows that 
(x,y) f~ S (U
3
) C S (u
1
) (\ S (U
2
). If S (U) E T, we must find 






n u l . 
i=l -ai ,bi 
Uqi c u. 
-ci,~·~i 
Y.Je can choose c. l 
n 
Let 1'1 () 
i=l 
~ 0, i = l, ... 1 n such that 











Let K = A S(M.). Since S(M.) E T, there is S(V) T such t=l l l 
that S (V) C K. We claim that S (V) o S (V) C S (U). Let x ,y) 
E: S (V) o S (V) • Then there exists z such that (x,z) E S(V) 
and (z,y) c S(V). Thus for 
c. c. 
< 2l and [ p ( z , y) ] ( q i ) < -f. 
inequality that [p (x,y)] (qi) 
l = 1, ... , n we have [ p ( x, z) ( q . ) 
l 
It follows from the triangular 




p (x,y) c MC U, and hence (x,y) c S(U). Thus S(V) u S(V)C..U. 
Hence T is a base for a quasi-uniform structure on X. If X 
c X, then S (U) [x] = {y: (x,y) c S (U)} = {y:p (x,y) " U} = ~~ (x,U). 
Hence the topology generated by T coincides with t . p 
Note that if p is a pseudometric on X over R 6 , Twill 
be a compatible uniform structure. 
Suppose (X, p ) . A lS a q.p. metrlc space over R . The fol-
lowing two results are due to Hicks (10): 
THEOREM 3. The natural topology tP is T 0 if and only 
if x ~ y implies p (x,y) ~ 0 or p (y,x) ~ 0. 
THEOREJ'.1 4. The natural topology tp is T 1 if and only 
if p (x,y) = 6 implies x = y. Thus tp is T 1 if and only if 
p is a quasi-metric on X over R~. 
It was known in (1) that if p is a metric on X over R6 , 
then t is Hausdorff. 
p 
A space (X It) is A said to be metrizable over R if X 
. 
6 h 1 admits a metrlc p over R sue t~at t = t . p In ( 1) it is 
shown that (X,t) is metrizable over R 6 if and only if (X, t) 
is completely regular (uniformizable) and Hausdorff. The 
following question naturally arises: what spaces (X,t) are 
either quasi-metrizable over R 6 or quasi-pseudometrizable 
6 
over R ? Hicks (10) and Boltjanskii (11), working independently 
10 
have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5: If (X,t) is any topological space, then there 
is a set ~ such that (X,t) is quasi-pseudometrizable over R~. 
Hicks (10) noted that if t is T1 , (X,t) is quasi-
metrizable over R~. 
In (1), the following theorem is given for metric spaces 
over R~ and the proof carries over. 
THEOREM 6: If (X I p) ~ is a pseudometric space over R , 
then the mapping (x,y) ~ p (x,y) from X x X into R~ is contin-
uous. 
In general, there may be numerous ways to quasi-
pseudometrize a given space over some Tikhonov semifield. 
If p is a quasi-metric over R~ or a quasi-pseudometric over 
R~, we can't be sure that the mapping in Theorem 6 is con-
tinuous. In fact we can cite counterexamples. v:Je have the 
following results: 
THEOREM 7: Suppose (X,p) is a q.p. metric space over 
R~, and suppose that for each x 0 s X, the mapping x + p (x0 ,x) 
is continuous. Then (X,t ) is completely regular. p 
PROOF. Su~pose x 0 i F where F is closed in X. We con-
struct a continuous function ¢:X~ [Oil] such that ~(x0 ) = 0 
and <ll(x) 1 foL each x c F. Since x 0 iF, there is a basic 
open set u in R6 such that 0 s U and x 0 s rt (x0 1 U) C X' F · 
Since R6 is completely regular, there is a continuous function 
g:RA + [0,1] such that g(O) = 0 and g(x) 
Define c1> (x) = g [p (x 0 ,x)]. 
g(o) = o. 
Clearly ~ is continuous, and ~ (x0 ) 
If x sF, then xI n(x 0 ,u), and 
hence p (x0 ,x) i u. Thus p (x0 ,x) 
~ 
E R \U. Thus ¢ (x) = 
g[p (x0 ,x)] = 1. 
COROLLARY l. If ln Theorem 7 we require that p be a 
quasi-metric on X over R6 , then (X,t ) is rnetrizable over 
p 
6:, I 
R for some t:.'. 
PROOF. The space (X,t ) will be completely regular p 
and T 1 , hence completely regular and Hausdorff. 
Suppose (X' P ) is a q.p. 
I ---;; -1 p : X x X -+ K as :Eo 1 ow s : 
P' (x,y) 
6 
metric space over R • 
P (y,x). 
Define 
It is easy to see that p' is a q.p. metric on X over RA. 
We will use t , to denote the natural topology induced by p 
p'. Also, if U 1s a basic open set in RA such that 0 E U 
we write ~' (x, U) { y £ X: p ' (x, y) s U}. 
DEFINITION (Kelly (3)). A bitopological space is a 
triple (X,t,t') where X is a set of points; t and t' are 
topologies for X. 
B~cause of Theorem 5, given any space (X,t) there is 
an associated bitopological space, namely, (X,t ,t ,). p p 
11 
Definition (Kelly (3)). A bitopological space (X,t,t') 
1s said to be pairwise Hausdorff provided the following is 
true: x,y s X, x ~ y implies there exist U s t, V s t' such 
that X E U, y £ V, and U n V = ¢. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose p is a q.p. metric on X over RD. 
Then p is a quasi-metric on X over RD if and only if 
(X,t ,t ,) is pairwise Hausdorff. 
p p 
PROOF. To prove the necessity, suppose x,y s X such 
that x -:1- y. Then p (x,y) 1 0, and thus there exists q s 6 
12 
and s > 0 such that [p (x ,y)] (q) E • Let 0 = ~(x,Uq ) , and 
-s s 
~I (y I uq ) • 
-s s 
2'2 
let 0 1 
and 0 1 s t , . p 
2'2 
Clearly x s 0, and 0 s t . 
p Also, y s o 
1 
, 
We claim that 0 nO' = ¢. Suppose not, and 
SUppose Z E 0n0'. I t f 0 ll 0 \'v' s tn at [ p ( x , z ) ] ( q ) E < 
2 
(pI (y,z)] (q) E < 2 , and thus [p (z,y)] (q) 
E 
< 
2 Hence by the 
triangular inequality we have [p (x,y)] (q) < c which is a 
contradiction. 
To prove the sufficiency, suppose x,y s X such that 
X ~ y. Suppose also that p(x,y) = 6. By hypothesis we can 
find 0 s t 0' p I E t 1 SUCh that X S Q 1 Y E Q 
1 
1 and 0 n 0 1 p cjJ • 
There exist sets { q 1 , ... , qn} C 6 and { s 1 , ... , en} C R such 
n q· 
that E . > 0 for i = l, ... , n and x s ~ (x, ('\ U l ) C o. 
l i=l -Ei,Ei 
n q. 
But [p(x,y)] (qi) = 0 fori= l, ... ,n implies y E r2(x, f' u l _) 
i=l -Ei,Ei 
which is a contradiction. Thus p (x,y) ~ 5, and hence p is a 
quasi-metric on X over R 6 • 





a The set F = ~(x,u~ 
(-E,E] 
is t ,-closed. 
p 
Let z be a t ,-limit point of F, and suppose 
p 
z i F. Then [ p (X, Z) ] ( q) = c5 > E • Let i3 = c5 - E. Let 0' 
~2 I ( z I Q ~ (3 ) • 
2'2 
By hypothesis there exists y such that y E F n 0', 
and hence (p (x,y)] (q) ::_ s, [p' (z ,y)] (q) i3 < -2 Thus [p(y,z)] (q) 
< 6 2• Using the triangular inequality, we get [p(x,z) J (q) 
< c + i < c5 which is a contradiction. 
F is t ,-closed. 
p 
Hence z c F, and thus 
DEFINITION (Kelly (3)). In a bitopological space (X,t,t'), 
t is said to be regular with respect to t' if, given x s x, 
there exists a t-neighborhood base at x of t'-closed sets. 
The bitopological space (X,t,t') is said to be pairwise 
regular if t is regular with respect to t' and vice versa. 
THEOREM 9. (X,t ,t ,) is pairwise regular. p p 
PROOF. Let x s X. The collection of all sets of the 
n q. 
f 0 rm s-2 (X 1 n U l is clearly a t -neiohborhood base, p ~ i=l [-s.,s.] 
l l 
at x, of t ,-closed sets. p 
respect to t . p 
Similarly, t I p is regular with 
13 
DEFINITION (Stoltenberg (2)). In a bitopological space 
(X,t,t'), tis said to be locally compact with respect tot' 
if, given x s X, there exists a t--neighborhood 0 of x such 
that the t ,-closure of 0 is t ,-compact. p p The bitopological 
space (X,t,t') is said to be pairwise locally compact if t 
is locally compact with respect to t' and vice versa. 
THEOREM 10 (Stoltenberg (2)). Let (X,t,t') be a bitop-
ological space such that (X,t,t') is pairwise Hausdorff and 
t' locally compact with respect to t. Then t C t'. 
If p is a quasi-metric on X over RL, and if t p is lo-
cally compact with respect tot, then t C t ,, since p p p 
(X,t ,t ,) is pairwise Hausdorff. 
p p 
DEFINITION (Fletcher (4)). In a bitopological space 
(X,t,t'), tis said to be completely regular with respect to 
t' if for each t-closed set C and each x i C, there is a 
real-valued function f on X into [0,1] such that f(x) = 0, 
f(C) = {1}, f is t-upper semicontinuous, and t'-lower semi-
continuous. If t is completely regular with respect to t' 
14 
and vice versa, we say that (X,t,t') is pairwise completely 
regular. 
In (5), a bitopological space (X,P,Q) is defined to be 
quasi-uniformizable if there exists a quasi-uniform structure 
-1 U such that U generates P and U generates Q. 'l'he follow-
ing result is then established: 
THEOREM. The bitopological space (X,F,Q) is quasi-
uniformizable if and only if (X,P,Q) is pairwise completely 
regular. 
The proof of this theorem relies on several lemmas and 
quasi-uniform space theory. We prove the necessity in, we 
feel, a more direct manner, using the notion of a q.p. metric 
6 
over R . Note that if (X,P,Q) is quasi-uniformizable, then 
p = t and Q = t I p where p is a suitable q.p. metric over R
6 
p 
for a suitable set 6. 
THEOREM 11. The bitopological space (X,t ,t ,) is pair-P p 
wise completely regular. 
PROOF. It Sl~ ffices 
lar with respect tot ,. p 
to show that t p is completely regu-
Suppose x 0 c X, C is t -closed, p 
and x 0 i C. There is a basic open set U in R
6 
such that 




{ q l, ... 'qn} C. 6 • 
q. 
u l 
-E 1 E 
where c 
Without loss of generality 
> 0. We consider the set 
Define ~:R~ ~ R as follows: 
1jJ (f) = min { c, max \ f I (q. ) } , 
l<i<n l 
6 f E R . 
It is clear that ~(0) = 0. If g c R~\u, then there exists 
i, 1 < i < n such that I g I Cq. ) 
l 
> c, and thus ~(g) = E • 
15 
Define f:X ~ [O,c] by 
f(x) = ~[p(x0 ,x)]. 
We see that f(x 0 ) = ~(0) = 0. If X E C, then X t ~(x0 ,U). 
Hence p (x 0 ,x) i U, and thus ~ [p (x0 ,x)] = c, i.e. f (x) = c. 
Now we show that f is upper-semicontinuous with respect 
to t . p Suppose f(x) < r, where without loss of generality 
n q. 
Hence ~[p (x0 ,x)] < r, and thus p (x0 ,x) s ~ u-l i=l -r,r 
0 < r < E. 
Choose S > 0 satisfying [p (x0 , x)] (qi) + S < r for each i, 
l < i < n. 
n qi 
Let V = n U 
-s,s· i=l 
< 




Then we have 
< r for all i, 1 ~ i ~ n. Hence f(z) < r, and thus f is upper-
semicontinuous with respect to t . 
p 
Now we show that f is lower-sernicontinuous with respect 
to t , . p Suppose f(x) > r, where without loss of generality 
0 < r < E. Hence ~ [ p ( x 0 , x) ] > r, and thus max [ p ( x 0 , x) ] ( q . ) l<i<n l 
> r. Thus there exists i*, l .::-_ i* ~ n, such that 
qi* 
[p (x0 ,x)] (qi*) > r. Let ~ (x0 ,yr ) {y: [p (x0 ,y)] (qi*) " r}. 
Clearly x is in this set, and the set is t ,-open since its p 
gi* 
complement is t ,-closed. p If z s r2(x 0 ,u ), then >r 
[ p ( x
0 
, z) ] ( ql. *) > r, and thus max [ p ( x 0 , z) ) ( CJ. ) l<i<n l 
> r from which 
it f o 11 ow s t h at \jJ [ p ( x 0 , z ) ] > r ~ I . e . f ( z ) > r . Thus f is 
lower-semicontinuous with respect to t , . p It is clear that 
f 
a function satisfying the requirements is g = 
E 
If p is a q.p. metric on X over R6 we define, for each 
6 
x c X , p : X -+ R by p ( y ) = p ( x , y ) , for each Y c X . 
X X 
THEOREM 12. If p is t -continuous, then we have X p 
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t -closure S"2 (x,Uqb) C S"2 (x,Uq ) . 
P a, [a,b] 
PROOF. We abbreviate t -closure A by t -cl A. 
p p Note 
that t -cl S"2(x,Uqb) = t -cl{p-l Uq }. 
p a, p x a,b Since p is t -X p 
continuous we have t -cl{p-l Uq,} C p-l{R6 -cl uq }. ~'7e 
P X a,D X a,b 
claim that R~-cl Uqb C Uq = {f E R~:a ~ f(q) ~ b}. Sup-
a, [a,b] 
pose this is not the case. Then there is a limit point of 
uq £ a,b , say ' such that either f(q) > b or f(q) < a. Sup-
pose ·a q Consl er U A A. 
f(q)-2,f(q)+2 
f(q) - b = A > 0. This is an 
open set containing £, but it does not meet ~ , a contradic-
a,b 
tion. Similarly, one shows that f(q) > a. Now we have the 
following: t - c 1 { p -l U qb } C p x- 1 U q , i . e . t - c 1 D ( x U q ) C 
p x a, [a,b] p 'a,b 
S"2(x,Uq ). 
[a ,b] 
THEOREH 13. In order that p be t -continuous, it is X p 
both necessary and sufficient that the set {y: [p (x,y)] (q) < a} 
be t -closed. p 
PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume a : 0. 
Suppose that p is t -continuous. 
X p 
Then -1 a U-'-P X a,b is t -open. p . 
Hence {y:a < [p (x,y)] (q)} () {y: [p (x,y)] (q) < b} is t -open. p 
It follows that {y: [p (x,y)] (q) 2 a} U {y: [p (x,y)] (q) .::_ b} lS 
t -closed. He know that {y: [p (x,y)] (q) :_ b} is t -closed 
p p 
since its complement is t -open. We show that {y: [p (x,y)] (q) 
p 
< a} is t -closed. 
p 
Suppose this is not the case. Then there 
is a limit point of the set, say z, such that z i {y: [p (x,y)] (C]) 
< a}. It follows that z E: {y: [p (x,y)] (q) :::_ b}. Choose o > 0 
satisfying a+ 8 <b. By Theorem 12 we have tp-cl{y: [p (x,y)] (q) 
_::. a} C tp -cl{y: [p (x,y)] (q) < a + 8} C {y: [p (x,y)] (q) : a + 8}. 
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Thus [p (x,z)] {q) <a+ o < b, which is a contradiction. Hence 
{y: [p (x,y)) (q) < a} is t -closed. 
p 
-1 q 1""\ Conversely, px ~,b = {y: [p (x,y)) (q) > a} 1 1 {y: [p (x,y)] (q) 
< b}, both sets being t -open. Thus p is t -continuous~ p X p 
THEOREM 14. If {y: [p (x,y)] (q) < a} is t -closed, then 
- p 
~(x,Uq ) is t -closed. 
[c,d] P 
PROOF. vJe see that r2 (x,Uq ) = {y: [p (x,y)] (q) < d} () 
[ c 'd] 
{ y: [ p (x, y) ) (q) > c} , both sets being t -close{:;. 
- p 





The following are equivalent: 
p is t -continuous. X p 
{ y: [ p ( x, y) ] ( q) ::_ a} is t -closed. p 
Q(x,Uq ) 
[ c 'd] 
is t -closed. p 
THEOREM 16. In order that p 1 bet -continuous, it is X p 
both necessary and sufficient that t 1 C t . p p 
PROOF. Suppose p 1 is t -continuous, and consider the X p 
following subbasic open set in t 1 :r2 1 (x,Uq ) p -E 'E 
which is t -open. Thus t 1 C t . p p p 
Conversely, consider (p ')-l uq = 
x a,b 
{y: [p' (x,y)] (q) < b} () {y: [p 1 (x,y)] (q) 
{ Y! p I (X 1 Y) c: uq } = 
a,b 
>a}, the former set 
being t ,-open and hence t -open; the latter set being t -p p p 
open since its complement is t -closed. p Thus p' is t-X p 
continuous. 
Define d: X x X ~r K 6 by d (x,y) = max{p (x,y), P 1 (x,y)}, 
i . 8 • ( d (X 1 Y) ] ( q) == maX { [ p (X 1 Y) ] ( q) 1 [ p 1 (X 1 Y) ] ( q) } • 
6 
easy to show that d is a pseudo-metric on X over R . 
It is 
The following is a generalization of a definition in (2): 
DEFINITION. A q.p. metric space (X,p) over R6 will be 
11 d t t . ~ 'f ca e a s rang q.p. me rlc space over R l t C: t 1 • p p 
THEOREM 17. If (X,p) is a strong q.p. metric space 
over RD., then (X t ) . d . b 6 , 1 lS pseu o-rnetrlza le over R . p 
PROOF. We know that d(x,y) = max{p (x,y), p 1 (x,y)} 
defines a pseudometric on X over RD.. Let td denote the 
natural topology induced by d. We will show that t , p 
To show that t
0
, C: td, it suffices to show that Q' (x~Q~,b) 
is td-open, where a 1 b > 0. Suppose z s Q' (x,Uq b). 
-a, 
Then 
[p' (x,z)] (q) < b. C h 0 0 S e E > Q S at iS f Yin g [ p 1 (X 1 Z ) ] ( q ) + f-~ 
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< b. Consider D = { y: [ d ( z 1 y) ] (q) < s} • Clearly, z c D, and 
Let e s D. Then 1 we have [ p ' ( z , e) ] ( q) < [ d ( z , e) ] ( q) 
< E • Thus [ p 1 ( x, e) ] ( q) ::_ [ p ' ( x, z) ] ( q) + [ p ' ( z , e) ] ( q) < 




It follows that~· (x,g~,b) is td-open. 
D = {y:d(x,y) s uq b}. 
-a, 
Thus D = {y: [p (x,y)] (q) 
{y: [p' (x,y)] (q) < b}, both sets being t ,-open. p 
< b} n 
COROLLARY. If p' is t -continuous, then (X,t) is X p p 
6 pseudornetrizable over R . 
Let 
PROOF. Theorem 16 tells us that t , C t . p p Noting that 
(p')' = p, the result follows from the previous theorem. 
DEFINITION (Weston (12)). In a bitopological space 
(X,t,t'), tis said to be coupled tot' if t-el U Ct'-cl U 
for each t-open set U. 
LEMMA. Given x s X, and F, a t ,-closed set such that p 
x i F, there exists u s t 1 and V s t such that x s U, F C V1 p p 
and U () V = ¢. 
PROOF. We have shown that (X,t ,t ,) is pairwise regular. p p 
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In particular, t p is regular with respect to t . p Hence there 
exists a t ,-neighborhood base at x of t -closed sets. Denote 
p ~ 
this base by B. Now X'-F lS t ,-open and x c x'\,_F. Hence p 
there exists B c B such that x c B C X"F. Furthermore since 
B E B 1 B is a t ~neighborhood of X 1 and hence there exists p 
U c tp, such that x c U C B C X\.F. Now X\.B c t . p Let V 
Then x c U, F C V 1 and U ('\ V = ¢ • 
THEOREM 18. If p is a q.p. metric on X over 
(\ 
R", and if 
t is coupled to t , , then (X 1 t ) is pseudometrizable over p p p 
R~. 
PROOF. All we need establish is that t , c t . Thu:; 
suppose U c t I p and x s U. 
p p 
By the previous lemma, there 
exist N c t and M c t,, Mn N = ¢, such that x 1 M and 
p p 
Since t is coupled tot ,, t -cl N C t ,-cl N, p p p fJ 
and hence X\U C N C t -cl N C. t ,-cl N C t ,-cl (X' H) = X\M. p p p '\ 
Thus x c M C X'(tp ,-cl N) C X\(tp-cl N) C X\N CU. :~ow, 
X \(tp-cl N) E t . p Thus U c t , and therefore t , C t . p r:. ~) 
DEFINITION. A T 1 regular space is called a Moore space 
if it has a sequence {U.} of open covers such that {S(x,Ll.)} 
l l 
is a neighborhood base at each point x where S(x,Ui) 
U{u:x c U and u c U. }. 
l 
THEOREM 19. Suppose (X,p) lS a regular strong quasi-
metric space over R~ where ~ is finite. 
Moore space. 
Then (X 1 t ) is a p 
PROOF. Let~= {q1 , ... ,qn}. Define Ut for each posl-
n qi 
LJ = { rt ( X 1 .n !J l l ) : X s X } · 
t l=l--,--
2t 2t 
vJe tive integer t as follows: 
h th t {u } oo 1's the desired sequence of open covers for S OW a t t=l 
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X. Let x 0 E X, and suppose V is a neighborhood of x . n q. 0 
k sufficiently large we have .Q (x 0 , .n g1 1 1 ) C v. 




t C t , , there exists a positive integer m, which without p p 
loss of generality we may choose satisfying m ;> k, such 
n q. n q. 
that r2' (x 0 , n l o (x 0 , () u l Ql l) c -1 l ) . Now suppose that i=l i=l -,-
2m 2m 
and z c: 
2k'2k 
n q. 




l for i l, ... ,n, and hence [ p ' (xo,y)] (q. ) l = < for i 
2m 
... 'n. Hence y E 
thus 
n 





gular inequality we have 
l 2m 
q. n q. 
u l l ) c n (x 0 , (\ u l l ) I and -1 -1 
-,- i=l 2k'2k 2m 2m 





1 for i = k-1 l, .... ,n. 
Hence we see that z c: 
n qi 
n ( xo , n u -1 l ) 
i=l 2 k-1' k-1 2 2 
c v. 
n q. 
Thus r2 ( y , n Q 1 l 1 ) c v . i=l -,-
n q. 
Clearly, ll(x0 , i()l g 1 :~) C V 
2m 2m 
since m > k > k-1. 
is a Moore space. 
2m 2m 
Thus x 0 E S (x 0 , Urn) C V, and hence (X, t ) p 
COROLLARY. 
1::, 
If (X,t ) is a strong quasi-metric space 
p 
over R wher·:: is finite, 
(X,t ) is a Moore space. 
p 
and if p is t -continuous, then 
X p 
PROOF. The space (X,tp) will be T1 since p is a quasi-
metric on X over R 6 • Since p is t -continuous, (X, t ) will X p p 
be completely regular and hence regular. 
In the case of usual metric spaces, the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) • X E. cl M, M C X 




However, for metric spaces over semifields this is not true. 
See (l) for an example. The following generalizes a defini-
tion in (l). 
DEFINITION. Let (\, (X,p) be a g.p. metric space over R . 
For q, q' E 6 , we write q .::_ q ' if [ p ( x, y) ] ( q) [ p ( x, y) ] ( q ' ) 
( p / 
for arbitrary x,y E X. It is clear that 11 >'; partially orders 
( p ) 
6. If 6 so becomes a directed set, we say that p is directed. 
The following three theorems are established in (l) for 
p a metric over R 6 • The proof for the case when p is a q.p. 
metric over R 6 is similar, and we include it for complete-
ness. 
THEOREM 20. Let 
(\, (X,p) be a q.p. metric space over R . 
For M C X and x E X, put p (x,M) = inf p (x,m). If p is 
IDEM 
directed, then x E t -cl M if and only if p (x,M) = 0. 
p 
PROOF. Suppose p (x,M) 0 0 Choose an arbitrary neigh-
borhood u of 0 in Rt:,. 
k q. 
such that n u l c u. 
i=l -s,s 
Let { q 1 , ... , q k} C A and L- · 0 be 
Since p is directed, there exists 
q sA such that q > q., fori= l, ... ,k. (p' l 
Also, since p (x,M) 
0, there exists m ~ M such that [p (x,m)] (q) < E • Thus we have 
the f o 11 owing : [ p ( x , m) ] ( q i ) < [ p ( x , m) ] ( q ) < E , for i 1 , 
ql gk 
. . . ' k . Hence p ( X ' m ) E u n . . . ('\ u c u . Hen c e m E ~2 (X , u ) ' 
-s,s -s,E 
and thus x E t -cl M. p 
c.)nversely I if X t.: L -cl M then Q(x,Uq ) meets M for p ' -s,E 
any q s t:, and s > 0, i.e. there exists m s H such that 
[ p (x ,m)] (q) < s. Thus [ p ( x , M) ] ( q ) = 0 for each q r~ ,\ , so 
that p (x,M) = 0. 
THEOREM 21. 
/1_. 
Let (X,p) be a q.p. metric space over R . 
Then X admits a directed q.p. metric p* over some Tikhonov 
8.* 
semifield R such that t = t *" p p 
PROOF. Let 6* denote the collection of all non-empty 
finite subsets of 6. 
p*:X X X + K6 * by 
[p* (x,y)] (E) max [ p ( x, y) ] ( q) • 
qt:E 
Define 
Clearly p*(x,x) = 0 for each x s X. Suppose x,y,z E X. 
Then, max[p (x, z)] (q) .::_ max ( [p (x,y)] (q) + [p (y,z)] (q)) .::_ 
qEE qsE 
max [ p ( x , y) ] ( q ) + max [ p ( y , z ) ] ( q ) . Thus p * (X I z ) << p* (x,y) + 
qt:E qt:E 
p*(y,z), and hence p* is a q.p. metric 8.* on X over R . Let 
E 1' ... I Ek E 6 * . Let q. . denote a typical l,J member of E .• l 
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Then, the following set is a typical basic open set contain-
. 6* El Ek ~n R : V = U (l . . . (\ U • 
-al,al -ak,ak ing 0 
The following set 
is a basic open set containing 0 in 
r'\ [ 0 U q k ' j ] . Re c a 11 that S ( U) 
J -ak,ak 
Similarly, let S*(U) = { (x,y) s X x 
6 R :W = 
ql . (\u_ ,JJ tl-·· 
J -al,al 
{ (x,y) c X x X:p (x,y) c U}. 
X:p*(x,y) ~-~ U}. For the 
above sets, V and W, we claim that S*(V) = S(W). To prove 
this, suppose (x,y) s S*(V). 
it follows that [p* (x,y)] (E.) l 
Hence p*(x,y) E V, from which 
< a. for i = l, ... 1 k, and thus 
l 
max [ p ( x , Y) J ( q ) 
qt::E. 
< a. for i = l, ... 1 k. 
l 
Hence [p (x 1 y)] (q. . ) 
l' J 
l 
<a. fori= 1, . .. ,k 1 and it follows that (x,y) E S(W). Now 
l 
suppose that (x 1 y) E S(W) 1 so that p (x,y) s W. Consider 
[p* (x,y)] (E.) 
l 
for i = l1 ... 1 k. 
< a. 1 and hence max [p (x,y)] (q) l qsEi 
We know that [ P ( x 1 Y ) ] ( q i 
1 
j ) 
< ai. Therefore [p*(x,y)] (Ei) 
< a. for i = 1 1 ••• , k. 
l 
Thus p*(x,y) E V, so that (x 'y) E S * (V) • 
Therefore we have S*(V) = S(W). 
a basic open set W containing 0 
Now, suppose we start with 
k q. 
ln R6 , say W = {) U 1 
i=l -ai,ai 
6* Construct V, a basic open set containing 0 in R , as fol-
El n Ek lows: V = U (\ • • • U , where E. = { q. } , i = l, 
-a1 ,a1 -ak,ak 1 1 
... ,k. Clearly S*(V) = S(W). Therefore p anti o* generate 
the same natural quasi-uniform structure, and hence the 
same topology. 
Now we must show that p* is directed. Suppose E1 , 
that E 1 ~ E 2 and E 2 ~ E 3 . Then we have (p*) (p*) 
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max [ p ( x , y) ] ( q ) 
qsE 1 
> max [p (x,y)] (q) .::_ max [p (x,y)] (q). There-
qsE2 qsE 3 
fore E > E . 
l (p*) 3 
If E s 1':.*, it is clear that E ~E. Now sup-
pose E1 ,E 2 s 6*. 
Let E = E l U E 2 . 
~* is directed by 
DEFINITION. 
( p *) 
Let E 1 = {q1 , ... ,qn}' and E 2 = {ql, ... ,qk}. 
Clearly, E s 6*, E ~ E 1 , and E ~ E 2 . (p*) (p*) 
Thus 
"> " , and hence p* is directed. 
(p*) 
Let (X,p) be a q.p. 6 metric space over R . 
The q.p. metric p is said to be bounded provided there exists 
a least upper bound V P (x, y) . 
THEOREM 22. 
x,ysX 
If (X,p) D. is a q.p. metric space over R 
then there exists a compatible bounded q.p. metric pl on 
6 X over R • 
PROOF. Define p 1 :x x X 
6 p (x,y) ~ K by p 1 (x,y) = -l + p (x,y) 
Clearly p 1 (x,x) = 0 for each x E X. Let x,y,z s X and q s D.. 
If [p (x,z)] (q) 0, then [p 1 (x,z)] (q) = 0 and hence [P 1 (x,z)] (q) 
< [pl(x,y)] (q) + [pl(y,z)] (q). If [p (x,z)] (q) f- 0, then by 
the triangular inequality we see that [p (x,y)] (q) + [p (y,z)] (q) 
t- o. Now we have the following: 
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(pl (x,y) + Pl (y,z)] (q) = [p (x,y)] (q) + [p (y,z)] (q) 
1 + (p (x,y)] (q) 1 + [p (y,z)] (q) 
> [p (x,y)] (q) [p (y,z)] (q) 
- 1 + [p (x,y) + p (x,z)] (g) + 1 + (p (y,z) + p (x,y)] (q) 
[p (x,y) + p (y,z)] (q) 1 
1 + [p (x,y) + p (y,z)] (q) 1 1 + [p (x,y) + P (y,z)] (q) 
1 + 1 
( p (X 1 Z) ] (q) [p 1 (x,z)] (q). > 
1 
1 + [p (x,z)] (q) 
[p (x,z)] (q) 
Hence pl is a q.p. metric on X over R 6 • Clearly pl ls 
bounded since {p 1 (x,y) :x,y s X} is bounded above by 1 E RD 
and hence has a least upper bound. 
Now we show that t p Consider the following sub-
basic open sets: 
{y: [p (x,y)] (q) < E} 
{y: [p 1 (x,y)] (q) E < --} l+E • 
That these sets agree follows from the fact that if t > 0, 
d 0 h 'f d 1 'f t E an E > , t en t < E l an on y l l+t < 1 +E. Note that 
every subbasic open set induced by pl can be written in the 
above form. Hence, t = t p p 1 
The following is a generalization of a definitio~ in (1): 
DEFINITION. A directed and bounded q.p. metric on X over 
R 6 is said to be regular. 
THEOREM 2 3. Suppose (X,p) is a q.p. metric space over 
R 6 • Then X admits a compatible regular q.p. metric dover 
. h 'f' ld 6 * some Tlk onov seml le R . 
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PROOF. Apply Theorem 21 and then Theorem 22. 
If (X I p ) • . !:, lS a q.p. metrlc space over R , are there con-
ditions under which X is a q.p. metric space in the usual 
sense? We answer the question in the affirmative. 
THEOREM 24. If (X,p) is a q.p. metric space over R6 
where 6 is finite, then 
the usual sense. 
(X,t ) is quasi-pseudometrizable in p 
PROOF. As a result of Theorem 1.6 (13), it suffices to 
show the existence of a compatible quasi-uniform structure 
having a countable base. To this end suppose 6 = {1, ... ,K}. 
Let U be defined for each natural number n by U 
n n 
{ (x,y) s X x X: [p (x,y)] (i) 1 <-I i = l, ... ,K}. 
n 
Let B = 
{U :n s N}. 
n 
We show that B is a base for a quasi-uniform 
structure on X. Let A= {(x,x):x s X}. Clearly A CU for n 
each n s N. If U ,U s B, where without loss of generality n m 
m < n, then U C U • 
n m 
Hence U C U n U • 
n n m 
Also, it is easy 
to see that u2 n o u 2nC un for each n s N. 
Thus B is a base. 
If U is a basic open set in R6 such that 0 s U, recall that 
T = {S(U)} is a base for the natural quasi-uniform structure 
on X. We show that B and T are equivalent. Suppose u n E B. 
K . 
l Then U = S ( .(\ g 1 1 ) • 
n l=l nln 
Now suppose S(V) E T. There exists 
a set { j 
1 
, ... , j t} C { 1 , ... 1 K} and { s 1 , ... , s t} C R where s i > 0 1 
t j . 
i = 1, ... ,t, such that v = n u l 
i=l -si,si 
Choose n s N satisfying 
1 
- < min s .• 
i l 
Then U C S(V). Thus B is equivalent toT. 
n n 
COROLLARY 1. IF (X I p) is a quasi-metric space over RA 
where 6 is finite, then (X,t ) is quasi-metrizable in the p 
usual sense. 
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PROOF. Since (X,tp) is T1 , by Theorem 1.6 (13) it suf-
fices to exhibit a countable base for a compatible quasi-
uniform structure. Note that B as defined in Theorem 24 is 
such a base. 
COROLLARY 2. If (X,p) 6 is a metric space over R where 
6 is finite, then (X,t ) is metrizable in the usual sense. p 
PROOF. Note that B as defined in Theorem 24 will be 
a countable base for a compatible uniform structure, and 
(X,t ) is Hausdorff. 
p The result follows from a well known 
theorem in ( 14) . 
Now suppose (X,p) 1.s a q.p. metric space over RN where 
N denotes the set of natural numbers. We will exhibit a 
countable base for a quasi-uniform structure which is com-
patible with the natural quasi-uniform structure. Let u 
n 
{ (x,y) s X x X: [p (x,y)] (i) < 1 , i = 1, ... ,n}. 
n 
Let B = 
{U :n c N}. 
n 
Let A= {(x,x):x c X}. Clearly A C U for each 
n 
n s N. Suppose Un, UK c B, where without loss of generality 
K < n. Then un C UK, and hence Un C Un (\UK. For n c N, we 
have u2 0 u2 c u . Hence B is a base for a quasi-uniform n n n 
structure. Now we show that B is equivalent to T, the afore-
mentioned base for the natural quasi-uniform structure. If 





> 0 for i 
n 
U n = S ( .f\ !:! l l) · 
I.=l -,-
n n 
Now suppose S(V) 
a set {j 1 , ... ,jt} C Nand a 
l, ... ,t, 
t j. 
such that V = ('\ u l 
i=l -ci,ci 
E T. Then 
Choose 
n c N satisfying n > j. 
l 
fori= 1, ... ,t, and 1/n <min c. 
. 1. 
Thus U C S (V) . 
n 
Hence B is equivalent to T. 
1. 
Using the argu-
ment in the proof of Theorem 24, we obtain the following: 
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THEOREM 25. If (X,p) is a q.p. metric space over RN, 
quasi-metric space over RN, pseudometric space over RN, met-
. N 
r1c space over R , then (X,p) is respectively a q.p. metric 
space, quasi-metric space, pseudometric space, metric space 
in the usual sense. 
The following definition with the Hausdorff separation 
property added is given in (15) 
DEFINITION. Suppose (X,t) is a Hausdorff topological 
space. A family F C:C(X,R) is said to be a completely regu-
lar family if, given x E X, Fa closed subset of X such that 
xi F, there exists f E F such that f{x) i cl f(F). 
REJIII~RK l. It is easy to show that if (X,t) is Hausdorff 
and if F is a completely regular family in C(X,R), then (X,t) 
is completely regular and Hausdorff. 
The following result is an exercise in (15): 
LEMMA. Suppose (X,t) is Hausdorff and F is a completely 
regular family in C(X,R). The collection of all sets of the 
form {y EX: jf(x) - f(y) < E ; f E F; E > 0} is a base for 
the neighborhood system at x E X. 
REMARK 2. The proof of the above lemma relies in no way 
on the Hausdorff property. 
In (1), completely regular (uniformizable) Hausdorff 
spaces are characterized as those spaces admitting a com-
. . R 6 f " pat1ble metr1c over or some o. The proof relies on the 
Tikhonov embedding theorem. In the following theorem, we 
characterize completely regular (uniform) spaces as those 
. 6 f 
spaces admitting a compatible pseudometr1c over R or some 
6. This is a slight improvement over the above-mentioned 
theorem. Also, the compatible pseudometric over R~ is con-
structed. 
THEOREM 26. The space (X,t) is completely regular 
(uniformizable) if and only if (X,t) is pseudometrizable 
~ 
over R for some ~. 
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PROOF. To prove the necessity, there exists a complete-
ly regular family F C C (X, R) , where possibly F = C (X, R) • 
De fine p : X x X -+ R F by [ p ( x , y ) ] ( f ) = I f \ :·· ; - f ( y ) I , where 
x,y E: X, f E: F. It ~- s easy to show that p is a pseudometric 
on X over RF. If X s X, it is easy to see that {y E: X: 
lf(x) t <y) I f F; 0} f consider - < E: ' E s > = D (x 1 U ) . Now 
-s 1 s 
&t(x,U) where 0 E u and u is a basic open set in RF. There 
exists £ 1 , ... ,fK E: F and s 1 , ... ,E:K s R where si > 0 for 
K fi 
i = l, ... ,K such that U = ~ U Note that y E: D(x,U) 
i=l -E:i,si 
if and only if [p (x,y)] (fi) < E:i for i = 1, ... ,K, and hence 
if and only if If. (x) -f. (y) I < E:. fori= 1, ... ,K. 'V-7e 
l l l 
have x s {y E: X:lf.(x)- f.(y) l l < s. i = l, ... ,K} which is l 
t-open. By the previous lemma and Remark 2, there exists 
h E: F and s > 0 such that x s { y s X: I h ( x) - h ( y) I < s } C 
{y E: X: If. (x) 
l 
fi(y)l < si' i = l, ... ,K} = D(x,U). Thus 
for arbitrary x s X, we have shown the equivalence of local 
bases in t and t . p Hence t = t . p 
To prove the sufficiency, we have already seen that if 
(X,t) is pseudometrizable over R~, then (X,t) admits a com-
patible uniform structure. 
REMARK 3. Note that if in Theorem 26, (X,t) is Hausdorff, 
then p will be a metric over R 6 • Conversely, if p is a metric 
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6 
over R , then (X,t ) will be completely regular and Hausdorff. p 
REMARK 4. In the previous lenuna we noted that the fami-
ly of all sets of the form {y t: X: lt(x) - f(y) I < E; f € F . I 
s > 0} is a local base at x s X. In fact it can be shown to 
be a base for the topology t. 
THEOREM 27. A separable space (X,t) is rnetrizable if 
and only if it is T1 and there exists a countable complete-
ly regular family in C(X,R). 
PROOF. Suppose (X,t) is metrizable. Let d denote a 
metric for X. Let {x1 , ... ,xn, ... } be a countable dense sub-
set of X. We show that {d , ... ,d , ... }is a completely 
xl xn 
regular family in C(X,R). It is well known that d s C(X,R) 
x. 
l 
for each i s N. Suppose x s X, F is closed in X, and x i F. 
Hence d(x,F) = S > 0. 
X E s (x, ~) C X\ F. 




t: S(x, 3 ), and 
{y:d(x,y) s < -} 3 . Then 
is open in td, there exists 
B hence d (x) < -3 • x. We claim 
2S 
that d (F) ~ --3 . x. 
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Suppose not, i.e. suppose d (F) < --3 X. 
l 
We have d(x,F) 
contradiction. 
2
: , and hence 
1- cl{d (F)}. 
x. 
l 
8 2B 1 . 
< d(x,x.) + d(x. ,F) < -3 + --3 = S whlch is a - l l 
h d ( ) 2 s . 1 . th t T us F > --3 lffip les a x. g.l.b. d (y) > X. 
l 
d (y) >~ for each y s F. 
x. - 3 
l 
y t: F l 
Therefore d (x) 
x. 
l 
Thus {d , ... ,d , ... }is a completely 
xl xn 
regular 
family in C(X,R). 
Conversely, the existence of a countable completely 
regular family F in C(X,R) implies that (X,t) is pseudo-
metrizable over RF by Theorem 26. But F is countable, and 
hence (X,t) is pseudometrizable by Theorem 25. Since (X,t) 
is T1 , it is metrizable. 
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THEOREM 2 8. Suppose {£1 , ... ,fn, ... } is a countable com-
pletely regular family in C(X,R). Then (X,t) is second count-
able. 
PROOF. Let B = {f-l (a,b) :a,b rational, a < b}. 
n n Let 
B {B :n s N}. 
n 
We show that B is a base for t. Suppose 
0 E t and X E 0. There exists s > 0 and i E N such that 
x s {y:\f. (x)- f. (y) J < s}C 0. 
l l 
Choose rational numbers 
a and b satisfying f . ( x) - s < a < f . ( x ) 
l l 
< b < f. (x) + E. 
l 
-1 Then x E f. (a,b) C {y:\f. (x)- f. (y)J 
l l l 
Thus B 
is a countable base for t. 
COROLLARY. Suppose (X,d) is a metric space. Then C(X,R) 
has a countable completely regular family if and only if (X,td) 
is separable. 
PROOF. Apply theorems 28 and 27. 
DEFINITION. A space (X,t) is perfectly normal if it is 
normal, T 1 , and every closed subset is a G0 set. 
THEOREM 29. A space (X,t) is perfectly normal if and 
only if it admits a metrization over R 6 for some ~ and the 
metric p has the following property: if A and B are disjoint 
closed subsets of X, there exists q E ~ such that x i A im-
plies that [p (x,A)] (q) > 0 and y i B implies that [p (y ,B)] (q) 
> 0. 
PROOF. To prove the necessity we note that (X,t) is 
completely regular and Hausdorff and hence can be metrized 
over RC(X,R) by the following function: 
[p (x,y)] (f) = \f(x) - f(y) \, x,y EX, f E C(X,R). 
Suppose A and B are disjoint closed subsets of X. Since 
(X,t) is perfectly normal, there exists g s C(X,R) such 
0 << g ~ 1, A= g- 1 (0), and B = g- 1 (1). Suppose xi A. 
Then [p (x,A)] (q) = inflg(x) - g (a) I g(x) > 0 . Suppose 
as A 
X i B. Then [p (x,B)] (g) = inflg(x) g (b) I = inflg(x) 
bsB bEE 
lg(x) - ll > 0 since X i B implies that g (x) t 1. 
To prove the sufficiency, all we need to show, since 
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ll 
(X,tp) is T1 , is that given any closed subset F, there exists 
- -
a continuous function f, where 0 ~ f ~ 1, such that F 
f-l ( 0) • Thus, suppose F is a closed subset of X, where with-
out loss of generality F ~ X. Suppose z i F. Let q be an 
element of 6 satisfying the hypothesis. Define f:X ~ [0,1] 
by: 
f (x) = [p (x,F)] (q) [p (x,F)] (q) + [p (x, z)] (q) 
It is clear that F = f- 1 (0) and 0 << f << 1. For fixed q E ~, 
p :X x X -+ R defined by p (x,y) = [p (x,y)] (q) is a pseudo-q q 
metric. Thus, for fixed F C X, x ~ p (x,F) is continuous q 
with respect to the topology on X generated by p • q The to-
pology t is generated by the collection {t :q E 6} of 
p pq 
pseudornetric topologies. Hence t is weaker than t for pq p 
each q s ~- Thus x -+ p (x,F) is continuous with respect to q 
t . p 
V. FIXED POINT THEOREMS 
In this section we prove some fixed point theorems for 
certain types of selfmaps on metric spaces over R~ i.e. for 
Hausdorff uniform spaces. These t~1eorems are the analogues 
of some well-known fixed point theorems in a metric space 
setting, and in most cases, extend the original results. 
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DEFINITION 1 (Antonovskii and others (l)). Suppose (X,p) 
/::, is a metric space over R , and suppose Z is a directed set. 
A mapping x:z ~X is called a sequence of type Z on X. If 
z E Z, we denote x(z) by x . 
z 
Thus, in the usual notation, 
x = {x }. 
z 
(This is equivalent to the notion of a net.) 
DEFINITION 2 ( 1) ) . A sequence x of type Z on (X,p) 
is said to converge to a E X if given U, a neighborhood of 
where ">" directs Z. 
Z such that p (x ,a) 
z 
We write x 
z 
~ a or lim x 
ZEZ 
E U for z > z0 , 
= a. Hence 
z 
x ~ a if and only if p (x ,a) ~ 0. 
z z 
(This is equivalent to 
convergence of a net.) 
DEFINITION 3 ( 1) ) . A sequence x of type Z on (X,p) 
lS called fundamental if given U, a neighborhood of 0 in 
/::, 
R ' 
h . t 2 h th t ( X ) E U for Z 1 1 Z 11 > z0 • t ere exls s z 0 E sue a P x 1 , " z z 
DEFINITION 4. A sequence will be called a Cauchy se-
quence if it is fundamental of type N, where N denotes the 
natural numbers. 
In the following, denote by n a certain (arbitrary, but 
fixed) base for the filter of neighborhoods of 0 in R6 . We 
know that ~ is partially ordered and directed by set inclu-
sion, i.e. U > U' means U C U' where U,U' E Q. 
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DEFINITION 5 ( 1) ) • The space (X,p) is called complete 
if every fundamental sequence of type ~ is convergent, equiv-
alently if every Cauchy net converges. 
DEFINITION 6. The space (X,p) is called sequentially 
complete if every Cauchy sequence converges. 
Note that (X,p) is complete if and only if (X,U) is com-
plete as a uniform space, where U denotes the natural uniform 
structure induced by p. 
DEFINITION 7. Suppose (X I p ) . . 6, ls a metrlc space over R . 
A mapping T:X ~ X is called a contraction if there exists 
r s R, 0 < r < l, such that p (Tx,Ty) ~ rp (x,y) for each 
x,y s X. The mapping T will be called nonexpansive if 
p (Tx,Ty) ~ p (x,y) for each x,y s X. 
THEOREM 1. If Tis a nonexpansive selfmap on (X,p), a 
metric space over R~, then Tis continuous. Hence contrac-
tion mappings are continuous. 
PROOF. Consider a subbasic open set D(Tx,Uq ) . 
- s 's 
y s D (X I uq ) , then [ p ( Tx, Ty) ] ( q) < [ p (X, y) ] ( q) < s • 
-s,s 
Ty s ~(Tx,Uq ), and Tis continuous. 
- S 1 S 
If 
Hence 
Iseki (9) obtained the following analogue of the clas-
sical Banach fixed point theorem: 
THEOREM 2. If T is a contraction defined on a sequen-
tially complete metric space, (X,p), over R~, then T has a 
unique fixed point. 
The following results are similar to those obtained by 
Edelstein (6): 
THEOREM 3. Suppose (X' P ) 
6, 
is a metric space over R 
Suppose T is a contractive selfmap satisfying the following: 
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n. n. 
there exists x s X such that {T~}~{Txl} with lim Txl s x. 
n. i-+= 
Then z = lim Txl is a unique fixed point. 
i-+oo 
PROOF. Suppose Tz "I z. Then there exists q s 6 and 
s > 0 such that [p (Tz,z)] (q) 
n.+l 
it follows easily that Txl 
s . Since T is a contraction, 




n(Tz,Uq ) = ¢. There exists a positive integer N0 such that -s s 
3'3 n. 
i > N0 implies Txl s D(z,uq ) -s s 
n.+l 
and Txl Hence 
3'3 
n. n.+l 
i > N 0 implies [p (Txl ,Txl ) ] (q) :::_ ; On the other hand, we 
n.+l n.+2 n. n.+l 
have [p (Txl ,Txl ) ] (q) < r [p (Txl ,Txl ) ] (q). A repe~:t ted 
use of this for k > j > N0 gives: 
nk nk+l 
[ p ('I' X , Tx ) ] ( q) < nk-1+1 nk-1+2 [ p ( Tx , Tx ) ] ( q) 
nk-1 nk-1+l 
< r[p (rrx ,Tx ) ] (q) 
nk-2+1 nk-2+2 
< r [ p ( Tx , Tx ) ] ( q) 
n n +l 
< r2 [ P ( Txk- 2 , Txk- 2 ) ] ( q) 
k . n. n.+l 
< r -J [p (TxJ ,TxJ ) ] (q) -+ 0 if j is 
fixed and k -+ oo, which is a contradiction since 
nk nk+l s 
[p (Tx ,Tx )] (q) : 3 . Therefore Tz = z. If Ty = y, then 
p (Tz,Ty) = p (z,y) in which case y = z. 
COROLLARY 1. If T is a contraction on (X,p), a compact 
metric space over R 6 , then T has a unique fixed point. 
THEOREM 4. Let all assumptions of Theorem 3 hold. Sup-
n. 
pose {T~}, y s X, contains a convergent subsequence {Tyl}. 
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Th 1 . n en 1m Ty = z. 
n-+= 
n. 
PROOF. By Theorem 3 we have lim Ty 1 = z. Given 
k i-+oo 
and { E t } t= 1 C R , where E t > 0, t = 1, ... ,k, there exists a posi-
tive integer N0 such that i > N0 implies 
n. 
l 
[ p ( z ' Ty ) ] ( q t ) < E t ' 
t = l, ... ,k. If m = n -"- :J i ' (n. fixed, j variable) l is any 
Positive inteaer greater than n., then we have [p (~ ~yrn)l (n) l ...... '.1. J 'J.t 
j n.+j 
l [ p ( T z I Ty ) ] ( q t ) 
n lim Ty = z. 
n-+oo 
DEFINITION ( 1) ) • 
over R6. A set M C X is 
ll ... ,k. Hence 
Suppose (X,p) is a metric space 
said to be bounded if the set con-
sisting of the elements p (x 1 , x") , where x', x" E r1 is bounded 
. 6 
above 1n R . The e 1 er·,c n t d ( M) = V { p ( x 1 1 x" ) : x 1 , x" s rv1 } is 
called the diameter of M. 
Suppose {F } is a sequence of type N of 
n 
THEOREM 5. 
non-empty closed sets in (X,p), a sequentially conplete met-
6 
ric space over R . Suppose F. C F. 
l J 
fori > j, and suppose 




Then F is a singleton. 
Clearly F cannot consist of two distinct points. 
Hence it suffices to show that F ~ ¢. For each n E N, let 
X E F . 
n n 
We show that {x } is Cauchy. 
n 
Suppose { E 1 1 ... , Ek} C R 
n' E N satisfying the following: 
< min { E 1 , ... 1 E k} for i = 1, ... , k. 
without loss of generality n > t. 
ll ... ,k. Choose 
t > n 1 implies [d (F t)] (qi) 
Now suppose n1t > n 1 and 
Then [ p ( x , xt) ] (q · ) n -l < 
< min { s 1 , . · · 1 E k} < E . for i = 1, ... , k. l Thus { x } n 
is Cauchy and therefore converges. Suppose 
that x E F. Suppose this is not the case. 
X -+ X. 
n 
We claim 
Then there exists 
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j such that xi F., and hence xi F form> j. 
J rn Since F is rn 
closed, there exists an open set, which without loss of gen-
erality we may assume to be a basic open set, containing x 
s q. 
and missing F • 
m 
Let r2 (x, (\ U 1 ) be such a set. Since 
we have, for n 
s q. 
i=l -si,Ei 
sufficiently large, the following: 
p (x, x ) 
n 
E .f'\ U l 
l= 1 - E • 1 E , • 
l l 
s qi 
Hence X E rt(x, n U ) if n is 
n i=l -si,si 
sufficiently large, but this 
s q. 
contradicts the fact that F 
n 
misses rt(x, n u l ) for n sufficiently large. 
i=l -si,Ei 
Thus X c F. 
We now obtain some results similar to those ln ( 16) 
a more general setting. 
DEFINI'l,ION. Let (X' P ) 1'1 be a metric space over R 1 and 
let f:X ~ X. f . f . !:. f ll De 1ne a unct1on fp:X x X~ R as o ows: 
0 fp (x,x) 
fp (x ,y) max{p(x,f(x)), p(y 1 f(y))} 1 x "I y. 
THEOREH 6. Let (X,p) be a sequentially complete metric 
space over R 6 , and let f:X ~X. 
(a) G = {xsX:p(x 1 f(x)) 
n 
closed. 
Suppose also that 
< < ~} I n > l, n s N, 
n 
(b) 1\ {p (x,f (x)) :x E X} = 0. 
(c) Given s > 0 1 there exists 8 > 0 such that 
fp (x,y) << o implies p (f (x) ,f (y)) < < c • 
Then f has a unique fixed point. 
is 
PROOF. From (b) we see that Gn "I ¢. By (c), there 
exists 0 
n 
> 0 such that p (f (x) ,f (y)) l << -if fp (x,y) << 
n 
< min { 8 , l.} . 
n n 
I 





If x,y s Gk , then p (x,f (x)) .::...::_ 1 and p (y,f (y)) << 1 
n k k 
n n 
and it follows that fp (x,y) << I << 0 
n 





1 Therefore d[f(Gk )] ~ A result in (1) gives us 
n n n 
I that d[cl f(Gk )] << Without loss of generality, we may 
n n 
choose kn < kn+l for each n E N so that Gk ~ Gk , and thus 
n n+l 
00 
cl f(Gk ) ~ cl f(Gk ) . 
n n+l 
By Theorem 5, () cl f(Gk ) is a 
n=l n 
singleton, which we will call z. We claim that for each n > 1, 
1 
n E N, there exists zn E Gk such that p (z,f(zn)) .::..:.:_ ::- . Sup-
n n 
pose this is not the case. Then for y s Gk , there exists 
1 n 
q E 6 such that [p (z,f (y))] (q) > Suppose A > 0 satisfies 
n 
[ p ( z , f ( y) ) ] ( q) > ~ + A • We c 1 aim that s-2 ( z , ~ i A ) () f ( G k ) = ¢ • 
2'2 n 
Suppose this is not true. Suppose s E Gk such that 
f ( s) E $"2 ( z I Q~ A) (\ f ( Gk ) . n A Thus [ p ( z , f ( s) ) ] ( q) < 2 . We 
2'2 n 
now have [ p(z,f (y))] (q) < [p(z,f(s))](q) + (p(f(s),f(y))](q) 
< ~ + 1 since f(s) ,f(v) E f(Gk ) and d[f(Gk )] .::::._::_ ~ But 
2 n - n n n 
[ p (z, f (y))] (q) < ~ + 1 is a contradiction. Hence we have 
2 n 
s-2 ( z 'Q; A) n f (Gk = ¢. But this tells us that z i cl f (G,_ J\._ 
2'2 n n 










such that p ( z, f ( z ) ) < < 
n -
We also know that 
n 
I implies that p ( z , f ( z ) ) < < << I Hence 
n n - k n 
n 2 
<< p(z ,f(z )) + p(f(z ),z) << 
n n n 
It is clear 
-+- z . 
n 
Now we show that z E Gk for each n > 1. 
n 
pose this is not true. In particular, suppose z i Gk .. 
Sup-




Since Gk is closed, there exists 
m 
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a basic open set 0 such that z c 0 
t q . 
Let 0 = Q (z , n U 1 ) . Since z 





i=l - c i ' 8 i n 
> z, we have p ( z , z) £ 
n 
for n sufficiently large. 
t q . 
Hence Z E n ( z, (l U 1 ) 
n . 1-c. , c . 1= 1 1 
for n sufficiently large which is a contradiction. Thus 
z c Gk for n ~ l , and hence p(z ,f(z)) = 0 . Thus f(z) = z . 
n 
Now suppose z 1 and z 2 are distinct fixed points . Condition 
(c) assures us that p (f(z 1 ),f(z 2 )) << £for any c > 0 since 
f p (z 1 ,z2 ) = 6. Hence p (f(z 1 ) ,f(z 2 )) = 6, and hence f(z 1 ) = 
f(z 2 ) . But this says that z 1 = z 2 which is a contr adiction . 
Thus the fixed point is unique. 
DEFINITION. Let (X , p) be a metric space over R 6 , and 
suppose f : X ~ X. Then p f is the function on 
n n 
define d by p f(x,y) = 1\{p (f(x),f(y)) : n > 1 } . 
X x X into R6 
Let X = p 
{r c R: r ~ 0 , and for any s > r, there exist x , y E X and 
q c 6 such that [ p ( x , y) ] { q) c [ r , s ] } . 
LEMMA 1. 6 Let (X, p) be a metric space over R , and 
suppose f : X -> X. Suppose there exists t : X ~ [O, ~ ) such p 
that p f(x , y) ~ ¢p ~ x , y) for any x , y £ X. Furthermor e , sup-
pose sup inf (t- ¢(t)) > 0 for r c XP'\_ {0 } . Then pf(x , y) 
s >r t c [r,s) 
= 0 for any x,y £ X . Hence 1\ { p (x , f (x)) : x E X } = 0 . 
PROOF . Suppose p f(x,y) ~ 0 for some x , y c X. Then 
the r e exists q c 6 such that [ p f{x , y)] {q) = r > 0 , i . e . 
n n 
( 1\{p (f(x),f(y)} :n > l}](q) = r > 0. Clearly r £ XP' { O} . 
By hypothe sis , 
> o. Let t E 
n n 
there exists s c {r , ~ ) such that u = inf (t- t (t)) 
t c [ r , s] 
(O , s-r) . Then there exists n ~ 1 such that 
n n 
[p (f(x) ,f(y))] (q) < r + t . Now [ p (f(x) , f(y))] (q) e: [r,s], and 
n n n n 
h e nce [p ( f (x),f(y))](q) - t (( p (f(x),f(y))]{q)) ~ u from which 
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n n n n 
it follows that <l>([p( f (x) , f(y)))(q)) < [ p (f(x),f(y))](q)- u . 
n n 
Now we have ( p f(x , y)] (q) :: [ p f(f(x) , f(y))] (q) :: 
n n n n 
<l>([p(f(x),f(y)))(q)):: [p(f(x),f(y))](q) - u < r + t- u . 
+ Letting t 4 0 we have (pf(x , y)) (q) :: r- u , which is a con-
tradiction . Hence p f(x,y) = 0 for any x , y ~ x. 
LEMMA 2. Let (X , p ) be a metric space over Rfi , and let 
f :X ~ X. Suppose there exists <l> :X + [O, oo ) such that p 
inf(t- <l>(t)) > O, for r ~ xp\. {0}. Suppose that <l> - 1 {0} = { 0 } . 
t > r 
Also suppose p(f( x) , f(y)) ~ <l>p(x ,y) for all x,y ~X . Then 
conditions (b) and (c) of Theorem 6 are satisfied . 
PROOF. We will need the fact that f is nonexpansive , so 
we establish that here . For any q ~ 6 such that [ p (f(x),f(y))] (q) 
= 0 , it is clear that [ p (f (x), f (y))) (q) :: [ p (x , y)] (q) . Thus 
suppose that (p(f(x) , f (y )))(q) i 0. Then <l> ([ p (x , y)) (q)) i 0 , 
and hence (p (x , y)) (q) i 0 . Thus [ p (x,y)] (q) c X P" {O} , and 
therefore [ p (x , y)] (q) - <1> ( [p (x , y) )}(q) > 0 so that ( p (x,y)] (q} 
> <l>( [p(x,y)] (q}) :::_ [p(f(x) , f(y))) (q). Now if x , y c X , q e: 6 , 
n n 
we have [ pf (x,y)] (q} = ( (\ {p (f(x),f(y)):n :::. 1}) (q) < 
[ p (f(x),f(y))](q):: <!>([p(x,y)](q)). Also , inf(t- <l> (t)) > 0 
t > r 
for r e: Hence sup inf (t- <l> (t)) ~ 0 for r £ XP'\{0 } . 
s > r t e: [r , s] 
Thus by Lemma 1, 1\ {p (x ,f(x)) } = 0 so that condition (b) is 
satisfied . Now for x,y c X , q e: 6 we have the following : 
[ p {x , y)]{q) < [p(x , f(x}})(q) + [ p (f(x),f(y))](q) + ( p (f(y) , y))(q) 
< 2 rna X { ( p (X 1 f (X) ) ) ( q) t ( p ( Y 1 f ( Y ) ) ) ( q) } 
+ <l>(( p (x,y)](q)) = 2[fp (x , y)](q) + <l> ([ p( x , y)](q)) . 
Let s(r) = inf(t- <l> (t ) )for r e: XP" { O) . By hypothesis, s(r) 
t > r 
> 0 for each r ~ XP" { O}. Now suppose (p (x,y) ] (q) :::. r , 
r s XP\ {0}. Then [p (x,y)] (q) - q) ( [p (x,y)] (q)) .:_ s (r), and 
hence ¢ ( [ P ( x , y ) ] ( q ) :::_ [ p ( x 1 y ) ] ( q ) ·- s ( r ) . Th us [ p ( x , y ) ] ( q ) 
_:: 2 [fp (x,y)] (q) + [p (x,y)] (q) - s (r), i.e. s (r) < 
2 [fp (x,y)] (q). Now we claim that if fp (x,y) << STrf , then 
2 
-
P (x 'y) << r. Suppose this is not true. Then there exists 
q 0 s 6 such that [p (x,y)] (g 0 ) > r. From the results above 
h ( ) s (r) we see t at s r < 2 [ f p ( x , y ) ] ( q 0 ) and [ f p ( x 1 y ) ] ( q 0 ) < 2 
Thus s(r) < 2 ~(r) which is a contradiction. Since f lS 
nonexpansive we have [p (f (x) 1 f (y)] (q) < [p (x,y)] (q). Sup--
pose s > 0 is given. If s E X P '\. { 0} , then fp ( x, y) << s(c) 
2 
implies that p (x,y) << E 1 and hence p (f(x) 1 f(y)) << c. 
Suppose E i XP~ {0} and there exists ~ > 0 such that 
~ E XP\ {0} and~> E. 'I'hen fp(x,y) << s~\) implies 
2 
p ( f ( x ) 1 f ( y ) ) < < ~ < < E • Note that 1\ { p ( x 1 f ( x ) ) : x E X } 0 
implies that XP" {0} contains arbitrarily small positive 
numbers. Thus the two possibilities for s are all we need 
to consider. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (X 1 p) be a sequentially complete 
• D. 
metrlc space over R . Suppose {x:p (x,f(x)) << ~} is closed 
n 
for n > 1 where f:X ~ X. Then under the hypothesis of 
Lemma 2 1 f has a unique fixed point. 
PROOF. Apply Lemma 2 and Theorem 6. 
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LEtvl..MA 3. Let (YIp) 
. ~ be a complete metrlc space over R . 
Let M be a nonernpty bounded subset of Y for which d(M) is 
bounded on 6. Let T:M ~ M, and suppose there is a nonnega-
tive real-valued function ~ on [0 1 oo) which is increasing on 
(O,oo) and satisfies: 
(a) • ~ is upper semi-continuous from the risht; 
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{b). I)J(t) < t for all t > 0, and \j;-l{O} = {0} 
{c). T is ~-contractive on M, i.e. x 1 y E M implies 
p ( T (X) IT (y) ) ~ w p (X I y) • 
Then: 
( i) . T is uniformly continuous on M and can be extended 
to a uniformly continuous function f on cl M = X 
to itself; 
( i i) . There is a function ¢ on [0,=) into itself such 
that inf(t- ¢(t)) > 0 for r > 0, and f is¢-
t>r 
contractive on X. 
PROOF. The sets M and X are Hausdorff uniform spaces 
in a natural way. Also, M is dense in X and X is complete 
as a uniform space. The fact that T is uniformly continu-
ous follows readily from (b) and (c). The existence of the 
function f is the results of a well-known theorem (Theorem 
2 6 ' pg. 19 5 ( 14) ) . Let a = s up { [ d ( ~1 ) ] ( q ) : q E h } • Then 
a < =. We omit the simple case a = 0. Let ¢ be the func-
tion on [0 1 =) defined by 
¢ (t) = 1/J (t), if t < a 
¢ (t) = w (a) 1 if t > a. 
At this point we show that f ls ¢-contractive on X. Recall 
that d(X) = d(M), so that it suffices to show that f is 
w-contractive on x. Suppose this is not the case. Then 
there exist x,y s X, q s ~ such that 
( p ( f ( X) 1 f ( Y ) ) ) ( q ) > \)J ( ( p (X 1 Y ) ) ( q ) ) + E f 0 r S Offie E -, 0 • 
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Note that w increasing on (0 1 oo) and w upper semi-continuous 
from the right together imply that w is upper semi-continuous 
on ( 0 1 oo) • Let I be an open interval of real numbers satisfy-
ing the following: [ p ( f ( x) If ( y) ) ] ( q) s I and lJJ ( [ p ( x, y) ] ( q) ) 
+ E i I. Now use the continuity of p, the unifor@ continui-
ty of f 1 and the fact that w is upper semi-continuous on 
(O,oo) and upper semi-continuous from the right on [O,oo) to 
get elements z,w in M satisfying the following: 
[ p ( f ( z) , f (w) ) ] ( q) s I and w ( [ p ( z , w) ] ( q) < w ( [ p ( x, y) ] ( q) ) + s • 
This is clearly a contradiction since f extends T, and T is 
w-contractive on M. Now we show that inf(t <P(t)) > 0 for 
t>r 
r > 0. Since a> w(a) and <P(t) = w(a) I£ t >a, then 
inf (t - <P (t)) 
t>a 
a - w (a) > 0. Thus, suppose r s (0 1 a) 
t > <P(t) for r > 0, then inf(t- <P(t)) > 0. Suppose 
t>r 
Since 
inf(t- <P(t)) = 0. 
t>r 
Hence, there exists a sequence {t } ln 
n 
[r,oo) such that lim(t - <P(t )) = 0. Note that t - <P (t) 
n n n n 
n-+-oo 
can be made arbitrarily small only if t < a. So we may as 
n 
well suppose that t < a for all n > l. 
n 
Since [r,a] is corn-
pact, we may, by taking a subsequence, assume that {tn} is a 
monotone sequence which converges to some point t 0 s [r,a]. 
Suppose {tn} is decreasing. Then by the upper semi-continuity 
of,,, and the fact that lirn(t - <P(t )) = 0, it follows that 






) which is a contradiction. If {tn} is increasing, 
then the fact that~ is increasing implies that lJJ(t 0 ) > w ( t ) - n 
for all n > 1. Letting n-+- oo we get w(t 0 ) ~ t 0 which is a 
contradiction. 
COROLLARY 2. If the hypotheses of Lemma 3 hold, and if 




unique fixed point. 
PROOF. Apply Corollary 1. 
It can be shown that if X is a locally convex topologi-
cal linear space which is Hausdorff, then X is "normable" 
!;, 
over R for some 6. Let p denote the semifield metric de-
rived from the semifield norm, 11 1 I I I"· If X is complete 
with respect top, we say that X is a Banach space over Rt;,. 
COROLLARY 3. Let K be a nonempty bounded closed con-
vex subset of B, a Banach space over Rt;,. Suppose d(K) is 
bounded on 6. Let f be a nonexpansive selfmap on K. Sup-
pose that given s > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that 
fp (x,y) << 8 implies that p (x,y) << s. Also, suppose 
{x:p (x,f(x)) << !} is closed for n > 1. Then f has a unique 
n 
fixed point. 
PROOF. Let z s K and t s ( 0,1) . Then the mapping ft 
defined by ft(x) = (l- t)z + tf(x), for x s K, maps K into 
K. Since K is closed, it is complete. Now suppose x,y s K 
and q s 6. Then we have [p (ft(x) ,ft(y))] (q) = tj[f(x)-f(y) II (q) 
::_ tllx-yjj(q) = t[p(x,y)](q). Theorem 2 assures us that ft 
has a unique fixed point xt s K. How [p (xt,f(xt)] (q) = 
[ p ( f t ( xt) , f ( xt) ) ] ( q) = ( l - t) [ I l z - f ( xt) I I ] ( q) . S i nee d ( K) 
is bounded on 6, then [p (xt,f(xt))] (q) can be made arbitrarily 
small by letting t -+ 1. Hence 1\ {p (x,f (x}) :x s K} = 0. Then 
by Theorem 6, f has a unique fixed point. 
The following definition generalizes a definition in (17): 
DEFINITION. Suppose (X,p) is a metric space over Rt;,. 
Let f:X -+ x. We say that f is a weakly uniformly strict con-
traction provided the following holds: given s > 0, there 
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exists 8 > 0 such that E < [p (x,y)] (q) < E + 8 implies that 
[p(f(x),f(y))](q) <E. 
LE.MHA 4. Suppose (X,p) is a metric space over R 6 • Sup-
pose P has the property that x,y E X, x t y implies that 
p (x,y) >> 0. Suppose f:X ~ X is a weakly uniformly strict 
contraction. Then f is a strict contraction, i.e. x i y 
implies that p (f (x) ,£ (y)) << p (x,y). 
PROOF. Suppose x,y E X, x ~ y, and q E 6. Then 
[p (x,y)] (q) = r > 0. Hence there exists 8 > 0 such that 
r = [p (x,y)] (q) < r + 8 implies that [p (f (x), f (y))] (q) < r 
= [p (x,y)] (q). Since q was arbitrary, it follows that 
p(f(x),f(y)) << p(x,y). 
REMl\.RK 1. Lemma 4 assures us that such a function f 
is continuous and can have at rnost one fixed point. 
REMARK 2. The "standard" procedure for metrizing a 
6 
completely regular Hausdorff space over R , in general, does 
not yield a metric p for which x ~ y implies that p (x,y) >> 0. 
However, it is easily seen from Theorem 26 that the following 
condition is sufficient: C(X,R) contains a completely regu-
lar family of one to one functions. 
We give an example of a non-rnetrizable completely regu-
lar Hausdorff space in support of this condition. 
EXAMPLE. On the reals R, choose a base for a topology 
t to be the family of all sets of the form [a,b), a < b. 
Note that each set of the form (a,b) is in t since (a,b) 
v{ [c,b) :a< c < b}. Hence, the identity map from (R,t) to 
(R,U) is continuous, where U denotes the usual topology. In 
(18) it is shown that (R,t) is non-metrizable, completely 
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regular, and Hausdorff. We will exhibit a completely regular 
family of one to one continuous real-valued functions. Sup-
Pose F 1's closed 1'n (R t) z R ad d F I I E 1 n z,._ • There exist 
a ,b E R such that z E [a,b) and [a,b) (\ F = ¢. We consider 
two cases: 
case (i) z = a; Define f: (R 1 t) ~ (R,U) as follows: 
f(x) = 
x, x < a 
b-a 
X + 2 x > a. 
It is routine to verify that f is continuous. Clearly 
f(z) i cl{f(F)}. 
case (ii) a < z < b; the identity map separates z and 
F. 
Note that in each case, the prescribed function is one 
to one. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose (X,p) is a sequentially corr.plete met-
6 
ric space over R 1 and suppose f:X ~ X is a strict contrac-
n 
tion. Suppose that for each x s X, {f(x)} is a Cauchy se-
quence. Then f has a unique fixed point. Horeover, for any 
n 
x s X, lim f(x) = z, the unique fixed point. 
n~oo 
n 
PROOF. Since X is sequentially complete, {f(x)} con-
verges for each x E X. 
n 
Suppose f(x) ~ z. The continuity of 
n n+l 
f implies that f(z) = f(lirn f(x)) = lirn(f(x)) = z. Thus z is 
n--)-oo n~oo 
the unique fixed point. 
THEOREM. 7. Suppose (X,p) is a sequentially complete 
metric space over R 6 such that x,y E X, x ~ y, implies that 
p (x,y) >> 0. Suppose f:X ~ X is a weakly uniformly strict 
contraction. Then f has a unique fixed point z, and x £ X 
n 
implies that f(x) ~ z. 
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PROOF. From the previous lemma, all we need to show is 
n 
that {f(x) } is a cauchy sequence for any x £ X. We will use 
the following notation for x £ X, x fixed but arbitrary: 
n 
x 1 = f(x) , . .. ,xn = f(x) ,... We show that 1\{ p (xn,xn+l): 
n £ N } = 0. Suppose this is not the case. We see that 
P (f(x) ,f(y)} < < p(x,y) implies that {p (xn,xn+l) } decreases 
with n . Suppose /\{p (xn , xn+l) } = g t 0. Hence there exis ts 
q £ ~ such that g(q) > 0. Let 6 > 0 be the number associated 
with g(q) in the definition of "weakly uniformly strict con-
traction". There exists m £ N such that g(q) < 
Hence we have 0 < g(q) < 
Thus [ p ( xm+ 1 , xm+ 2 ) ) ( q) < g ( q) 
which is a contradiction. Now suppose there exists x E X 
n 
such that {f(x)} is not a Cauchy sequence. Then there exists 
£ > 0 such that for any positive integer N0 , there ex i st 
m,n > N0 and qN E ~such that ( p (x ,x )] (qN) > 2 £ . Let 0 m n 0 
6 > 0 be that number associated with £ in the definition of 
weakly uniformly strict contraction. Let 6 ' = min{6 , c} . 
Let M be a positive integer sufficiently large to insure 
that p (xH,xM+l) 6' << --, and choose m,n > M satisfying 3 
Without loss of generality, suppose 
m < n. Suppose j c [m,n] . It can easily be shown that 
j £ [m, n] 
6' 
<< - • 
3 
2 6 ' 
satisfying e + --3- < 
since (p (xm,xm+l)] (qM) < t: and 
Suppose this is not the case. 
We claim that there exists 
[ p ( X~ I X j ) ] ( q M ) 
[ p (xm , xn)] (qM) 
< E + 6 ', 
> 2 c > E + 6 ' . 
Then there exists j' c [m,n] 
26' 
such that [ p (xm,xj,)) (qM) ~ 8 + - 3- and [p (xm,xj 1 +l)) (qM) ::. 
E: + 6 ' . 
Q I 
> :3 which is a contradiction . Thus there exists j e: [m, n 1 
2 6 ' 
such that £ + - 3 - < [ P ( X t X • ) 1 ( qM ) < £ + 0 1 • m J However, for 
all m and j we have p (x ,x.) << p (x ,x 1 ) m J - m m+ + P (xm+l'xj+l) + 
0 I 
p (xj+l ,xj) . Hence [ p (xm , xj)] (qM) < 3 + £ 
n 
0 I 2 0 I 
+ 3 = 8 + -3-
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which is a contradiction. Hence { f(x) } is a Cauchy sequence. 
The f ollowing three theorems generalize some r e sults in 
( 7) and ( 8) : 
THEOREM 8. f:::. Let (X, p ) be a metric space over R . Let 
T:X ~ X satisfy the following conditions: 
(i ) . p (Tx , Ty) << (f) (p (x,Tx) + p (y , Ty)) where 
f: t. -+ (0,1/2), x,y £ X; 
( ii) . There e xist s z £ X such that T is continuous at z; 
n 
(iii) . There exists X £ X such that {Tx } has a subsequence 
n. 
{ Tx~ } converging to z . 
Then z is the unique fixed point of T . 
PROOF. 
n .+l 
The continuity of T at z implies that { Tx~ } 
conve rges to Tz. Suppose z :j. Tz. Then there exists q £ t. 
and c > 0 such that [ p (z ,Tz)] (q) = s . Conside r the follow-
i ng disjoint neighborhoods 
Q (z,Uq ) and n (Tz,Uq ) . 
- £ £ - E: £ 
3'3 3'3 
n.+l 
of z and Tz r e spectively: 
n. 
Since { Tx~} converge s to z, and 
{ Tx~ } c onverges to Tz, there e xists a positive integer N0 
n. 
such that i ' N i mpli e s that Tx~ £ n (z, Uq ) and 0 - c £ 
n.+l Tx~ c Q (Tz,Uq ) . Thus 
- e: £ 
J ' J 
On the other hand we have 
3'3 
n . n.+l 
i > N0 implies [p (Tx~ ,Tx~ ) l (q ) > ~· 
n.+l n.+2 
[p (Tx~ ,Tx~ ) l (q) < 
n.+l n.+2 n. n.+l 
f(q){p(Txl,Txl ) + p(Txl ,Txl )}(q). Hence 
n.+l n.+2 
[p (Txl ,Txl ) ] (q) < f( ) n. n.+l ( q ) [p (Txl,Txl ) ] (q). l- f(q) 
suppose t > j > N0 . Then we have the following: 
nt nt+l 
[p (Tx ,Tx ) ] (q) < f (q) nt-1 nt C1 _ f(q)) [p (Tx ,Tx ) ] (q) 
Now 
< 
f(q) 2 nt-2 nt-1 
C1 _ f(q)) [p(Tx ,Tx )](q) 
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< 
f ( ) nt -n . n . n . + 1 
<1 _ f(q)) J [p (TxJ ,TxJ ) ] (q) -+ o 
for fixed j and t -+ = which is a contradiction. Thus Tz = z. 
Suppose there exists y s X such that Ty = y. Then for any 
q s 6. we have [ p ( z, y) ] (q) [ p ( T z I Ty ) ] ( q ) 
Hence z = y. 
THEOREM 9. 
< f ( q) ( [ p ( z , T z) ] ( q) + [ p ( y I Ty) ] ( q) 
0 . 
Let (X,p) be a metric space over R~. Let 
T :X ->- X. Suppose there exists x 0 s X such that T is continu-
n 
ous at x 0 . 
If there exists x s X such that {Tx} converges 
If, in addition, 
p (Tx 0 ,Tz) << (f) ( p ( x 0 , z) ) , z s X, f: ~ -+ ( 0 , 1) , then 
x
0 
is the unique fixed point of T. 
n 
PROOF. Let q s ~- Then [p(Tx 0 ,x0 )] (q) .::::_ [p(Tx 0 ,Tx)] (q) 
n n-1 n 
+ (p (Tx,x
0
)] (q) = [p (Tx 0 ,TT x ) ] (q) + (p (Tx,x 0 )] (q) which 
n-1 
tends to zero as n ~ = since {Tx } converging to x 0 and the 
n-1 
continuity of T at x 0 together imply {TT x } converges to Tx 0 . 







, then there exists q s ~ such that [p (x1 ,x0 )] (q) 
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== E > 0. We now have [p(x1 ,x0 )] (q) = [p{Tx11 Tx0 )] (q) < 
f(q) [p Cx 1 ,x0 )J (q) which implies that f(q):: 1 which is a con-
tradiction. Thus the fixed point is unique. 
DEFINITION. Let (X, P ) be a metric space over R6. Sup-
pose T:X -+ X satisfies the following condition: 
p (Tx, Ty) << 1 { p (x 1 Tx) p (y I Ty) } ' + x,y E X. 
2 
Such a map T is said to have property A over X. 
DEFINITION. Let (X' P ) be a metric space over R6. Sup-
pose T:X -+ X. The map T is said to have property B on G C X 
if, given F C G, F closed and containing more than one ele-
ment, and TF C F, there exists x E F such that p (x,Tx) << 
v { P ( Y , Ty ) : y E F } . 
THEOREM 10. Let (X,p) be a compact metric space over 
Rl'.. Suppose T: X -}- X such that T has properties A and B 
over X. Also, suppose that F C X, F ~ ~, and TF C F imply 
that F' C (TF) ' 1 (F' denoting the derived set). Then T has 
a unique fixed point. 
PROOF. Let X(K) denote the collection of subsets K C X 
a 
such that K ~ ¢, K closed, and TK C K . 
a a a a 
Partially order 
this collection by set inclusion. Let C denote a chain in 
this collection. Clearly, C is a family of closed sets with 
the finite intersection property. The compactness of X im-
plies that (\ C "I ¢. Let H == nc. Then H is closed, and 
TH C H. Clearly, His a lower bound of C. Hence, by Zorn's 
lemma, there exists a minimal member of X(K), say K. If K 
contains only one element, then that element is a fixed point. 
If K contains more than one element, then, since T has 
property B, there exists x E K such that p (x,Tx) = f 
V { P (y, Ty) : Y E K} · Let Kl = { z E K: p ( z, Tz) < < f} . lJow 
K1 ~ K and K1 t ¢ since x E K1 . Furthermore, if z L K1 , 
then z E K, and hence Tz E K. We have the following: 







, and thus p (Tz,T z) -
2 
2 that p ('rz, 'l' z) ..:...::._ p (z,Tz) < < f. 
Hence Tz E K 1 , and thus TK1 C I< 1 . Now we show that 1: 1 is 
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closed. Suppose y E (K 1 ) '. Then, by hypothesis, y r (TK 1 ) '. 





1 such that {Te
8
} converges toy (a result in (1)). 
Let q E 6 and E > 0. There exists P E 0 ~ G s u c h that f-J ( y , 'J' c :-', ) 
E Q;,E for all S > s0 • 
ing: 
Hence if S > s 0 we have the follow-
[ p ( y , 1' y ) ] ( q ) < [ p ( y 1 T e S ) ] ( q ) + [ p ( T e S , Ty ) ] ( q ) 
< [ p ( y , Te S ) ] ( q) + 
+ [ P (y 'Ty) ] ( q) 
2 
[p (e 6 ,Te 6 )] Co.) 
2 
[ P ( y ' Ty ) ] ( q )_ < Thus 1 2 
[ p ( e S 1 Te B ) ] ( q) 
[ p ( y 1 Te B ) ] ( q) + 2 ' so 
[ p ( y ' 'I'y ) ] ( q ) < 2 [p (y ,Te 6 )] (q) + [p (e 6 1Te 8 )] (q), and thus 
[p (y 
1
Ty)] (q) < 2E + f (q). Since E was arbitrary, we must 
that 
have [p (y,'I'y)] (q) < f(q), and since q was arbitrary, it fol-
lows that y E K1 . Thus K1 is closed. 
But this contradicts 
the minimality of K. Therefore K consists of a single point, 
and hence a fixed point of T. The uniticity follows from the 
fact that if x = Tx and y = Ty, then p (x,y) = p (Tx,Ty) << 
1 -{p (x,Tx) + p (y,Ty)} = 0. Thus x = y. 
2 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER PROBLEMS 
We have seen that the existence of a completely regular 
family of one to one functions in C(X,R) is sufficient to 
imply that (X,t) can be metrized over R~ for some ~ by a 
sernifield metric p satisfying the property that x ~ y implies 
that p (x,y) is not a divisor of zero, where (X,t) is complete-
ly regular and Hausdorff. It can also be shown that a neces-
sary condition for a space (X,t) to admit such a sernifield 
metrization is that given x s X, {x} is a G 8 set. We would 
like to see a characterization of spaces (X,t) admitting such 
a sernifield metrization. 
If we give R~ the box topology, (see ( 14) , pg. 10 7) , we 
can . l f . ~ obtaln several resu ts or metrlc spaces over R . Every 
metric space over R~ is completely regular and Hausdorff. 
We were not able, however, to characterize those spaces ad-
mitting a rnetrization over RL. It is clear that the collec-
tion of such spaces contains the metric spaces and is con-
tained in the collection of completely regular Hausdorff 
spaces. It can be shown that if (X,t) is homeomorphic to a 
subspace of RA, then (X,t) is metrizable over R6 . 
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